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industry defining 
infection protection, 
comfort, and 
convenience.
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Why respirators need antimicrobial 
treatment
○ Germs are present in droplets and airborne suspended 

particulate matter → the greater the humidity and the 

pollution, the greater the infection risk

○ Particulate matter filters, even those that meet N95 and 

N99 standards, can filter most bacteria and some viruses

○ However, trapped pathogens are still alive on the mask 

and can still go through

○ Through natural respiratory action and handling (removing, 

storing, wearing), this poses a greater infection risk

○ Applying a disinfecting technology would alleviate this risk
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○ Some premium masks currently use filters that are treated 

with silver to actively absorb and kill bacteria, but they 

aren’t effective enough against viruses

○ Silver based antimicrobial technologies, and similar ones 

using zinc, copper, etc, are reprotoxic - toxic to humans’ 

reproductive systems and foetuses, and skin sensitizing

○ Many silver based antimicrobials are accordingly banned in 

Europe, and increasing scrutiny is underway on similar 

technologies by global regulators

Why existing antimicrobial 
technologies pose a greater risk
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Livinguard patented solution for respirators

Layer 2 (N95) blocks particulate matter
○ N95 filters block most particles in the air and 

therefore most of the germs contained in dust

Livinguard-charged layers (1 and 3) destroy microbes
○ Microbes on dust particles filtered by layers 1 and 3 

are partially killed (in contact with textile surface)
○ Microbes contained in droplets filtered / absorbed by 

layer 1 and 3 are killed very effectively
○ Microbes accumulating in layer 2 and transferred 

through respiration to layers 1 and 3 are killed upon 
contact with the textile surface

○ Layers 1 and 3 remain disinfected and show very low 
contamination levels

Results
○ Strongly reduces the transfer of pathogens from 

infected persons to the environment and from the 
environment to non-infected persons

○ As the outside layers (1 and 3) are permanent 
disinfectants, cross-contamination of the person 
handling the mask is largely reduced
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Layer 2
N95 / N99 filter, blocks 
95% / 99% of airborne 
particles >0.3 microns

Droplets with 
microbes

Dust particles 
with microbes

Inhaled air

Exhaled air

Layer 3
Livinguard charged fabric, 
kills microbes on contact

Layer 1
Livinguard charged fabric, 
kills microbes on contact
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Claims and test data
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Claim Evidence Source

N95 & N99 after 30 washes PFE, splash resistance, differential pressure SITRA

Breathing resistance Breathing resistance CLI

Bacterial filtration efficiency >99.99% after 30 washes, 99.9% after 50 washes (N95), 99.9% (N99) & 98.8% 
(N95) after 0 washes

BTS, SITRA, 
SITRA

Viral filtration efficiency 0 penetration after 40 washes SITRA

Antifungal No mold growth after 50 washes BTS

Bioburden < 10 CFU / g bacteria & fungi, < 100 CFU on each component BTS, SITRA

Livinguard treated fabric 
destroys viruses

Polio 100% & rota 96.91%, MS2 coliphage & FR coliphage 100%
> 4 log MS2 phage including efficacy against coronavirus

NSF International
BTS

Livinguard treated fabric kills TB < 15 minute kill for Mycobacterium tuberculosis
1 hour contact kill for M.avium & M.terrae after 20 washes

InfeXn
BTS

Livinguard performance > 5 log bacterial kill <10 minutes contact after 30 washes at 85ºC, > 5 log kill EPA, Hohenstein

Skin safe Dermal toxicity, Skin irritation, Dermal sensitization EPA

Livinguard technology is metal free Livinguard face masks SDS can be shared upon signing an NDA Livinguard 
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Testing against Coronavirus

SARS-CoV-2 is not yet available for testing. SARS-CoV is the closest related to SARS-CoV-2 due to:

○ Similar receptor site (ACE2 receptor)1

○ High similarity in DNA sequence

○ Very similar cell wall structure and charge

The Swiss federal lab in Spiez is currently testing Livinguard treated fabric’s efficacy in inactivating 

SARS-CoV as per protocol ISO 18184. In addition, Dr. Charles Gerba, “Dr. Germ”,  at University of Arizona 

in Tucson, is testing against a surrogate of SARS-CoV-2. Both results are expected in March.
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1. Y. Wan, J. Shiang, R. Graham, R. Baric, F. Li, J. Virol., 2020, accepted manuscript

90 nm
SARS-CoV-2

80 nm
SARS-CoV
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Images with draft packaging
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With valve

Without valve


